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• The prevailing situation on staffing and 
duty assignments is effecting all Crafts

• In Maintenance, principally movement of 
equipment caused by consolidation of plants; 
deployment of new equipment (e.g. FSS); loss 
of equipment that is not replaced (e.g. Sack & 
Parcel Sorters in BMCs & MLOCRs and 
MPBCS in P&Ds) and redeployment of 
existing equipment (SPBS, DBCS, FSM, etc.)



Article 12 – The Basics

• Nationally, each individual Craft 
Director is responsible for negotiating 
and interpreting Article 12 for their 
respective bargaining unit



Article 12 – The Basics

• The change in the mix of equipment can 
cause Article 12 to be applied to the 
Maintenance Craft – as we will now get 
into …



Article 12 – The Basics

• The Maintenance Craft has its own:
– Seniority rules
– Posting time frames
– Job filling procedure
– Training procedures
– 204B rules



Article 12 – The Basics

• It is critical that those at all levels of the 
APWU recognize that the different 
APWU bargaining units have different 
rules and procedures. The excessing or 
involuntary reassignment of an 
employee is no exception. While much 
may be the same, the differences that do 
exist are significant.



Article 12 – The Basics

• “Excessing” = Involuntary Reassignment 
of employees
– Duty Assignments (jobs) are posted, 

reposted, reverted, withheld; or (in some 
crafts) abolished.

– Only people are “excessed” (reassigned)
– Applicable CBA provisions include Article 

12.4; 12.5; Article 30 item 18; the JCIM; 
various MOUs and each Craft Article 
(Article 38.3.K)

Article 12 – The Basics



Article 12 – The Basics

• Essentially, from the member’s perspective, 
one of three types of excessing actions 
occur. These actions occur in the order as 
listed:
1) Cross section reassignment within the same 

craft and installation (ref: 12.5.C.4)
2) Cross craft reassignment within the same 

installation (ref: 12.5.C.5a)
3) Reassignment to a different installation (ref: 

12.5.C.5b)
• To the same craft 
• To a different craft



Article 12 – The Basics

• Article 12.4 is titled “Principles of 
Reassignments”
– A. A primary principle in effecting reassignments will 

be that dislocation and inconvenience to employees 
in the regular work force* shall be kept to a 
minimum, consistent with the needs of the service. 
Reassignments will be made in accordance with this 
Section and the provisions of Section 5 below.

• *** See Article 7, includes all career, full & part-time
– Several other principles are contained here:

• Required meetings, National and Regional
• Comparative work hour report when out of installation
• Separation of casuals




Article 12 – The Basics
• As required by 12.4, Section 5 covers the specifics of 

what is required when applying management’s 
determination to excess employees
– 12.5.A lists, in order, the possible actions which are then 

spelled out in Article 12.5.C
– 12.5.B lists more principles and the requirements, such as:

• Reemphasizing the dislocation and inconvenience principle
• Withholding of positions (duty assignments)
• No bumping
• Regional notifications
• Provision for relocation expenses
• Detailing of employees (clerk craft only)
• Requirement to meet qualifications
• Seniority is controlled by Craft Article (12.5.B.9)

– Let’s not overlook 12.5.D. This requires that PTRs are a 
separate category and the same full-time provisions apply 
to them within their PTR group.



Article 12 – The Basics



Article 12 – The Basics

• 12.5.C.4 Cross section within the craft 
and installation
– A “section” is defined by your Local’s 

LMOU under Article 30, item 18.
– In Maintenance, Article 38 requires a section 

be at least each individual occupational 
group. (Article 38.3.K)

– Locally, it’s up to you to determine if the 
section is further by tour, location, principle 
assignment area, etc.



Article 12 – The Basics

• What the heck is an “occupational 
group”?
– The simplest generalization is to think of 

each ‘occ group’ as a ‘craft’ when applying 
various provisions of the CBA.

– The specific definition is Article 38.2.H: 
Occupational Group. In the Maintenance Craft, 
occupational group shall be determined by 
position designation and level.
***



Article 12 – The Basics
Applying Occupational Groups to all types of excessing

• First, forget about pay levels, pay attention to the 
impacted position description(s)

• In Maintenance, there are more than one occupational 
in certain pay levels

• For instance, MPEs and BEMs are both level 9
• If the excessing impacts, for example, one MPE, then 

the BEMs are not considered even though the same pay 
level

• Hence, the junior MPE, even if senior to the junior 
BEM, would be the one involuntarily reassigned



Article 12 – The Basics
Which seniority is used?
There are 3 types of seniority defined in Article 38:

1.Service seniority; all time in Maintenance 
regardless of installation

2.Seniority for preferred assignments (see 
38.2.G)

3.Installation seniority; continuous time in the 
craft and installation

NOTE: For LMOU application of Holidays, Overtime and Annual 
Leave, the seniority to use is determined by Local negotiations 
(see JCIM , Article 38)

***



Article 12 – The Basics

• Article 38 governs seniority in excessing, 
it is not a Local option

38.3.K.1 -- Installation Seniority governs in 
identifying excess employees within an 
occupational group and level.



Quick Recap

• We now know:
– What the 3 basic types of excessing are

– Where the provisions governing 
excessing are found

– Certain provisions that do not apply to 
Maintenance

– What an occupational group is

– Which seniority to use in Maintenance



15 minutes
Seriously …

Class WILL resume at exactly …



In Maintenance, an employee may be 
excessed to a same or lower level

position for which qualified

• OK, what does “qualified” mean?
• “Minimal qualifications” as used in Article 12 

generally means having passed the appropriate 
entrance exam

• “qualified” is defined in JCIM in Article 38 :
To be considered qualified an employee must either be 
eligible under the current in-craft process for the position in 
question or be a maintenance craft employee in the same 
level and occupational group as the vacancy.



Article 38.3.K covers the 
following excessing items:

• Type of seniority
• Use of occupational groups
• Saved Grade for excessing to lower level
• Requirement to maintain saved grade
• How to return to the craft when excessed 

within installation
• Retreat rights when excessed outside the 

installation
• Continuance of saved grade if return/retreat 

is to lower level



Article 38.3.K.2

• Employees excessed to lower level under 
Article12 into or remaining in the 
Maintenance Craft shall receive saved 
grade. Employees receiving saved grade 
are required to request placement on 
promotion eligibility registers in their 
former higher level.

***



Article 38.3.K.3

When applying Article 12.5.C.5.a.(5), the 
first opportunity to return to the 
Maintenance Craft shall be to the first 
same or lower level duty assignment which 
remains vacant after the in-craft process for 
posting and filling duty assignments and 
for which the excessed employee is 
qualified.



Article 38.3.K.4

When applying Article 12.5.C.5.b.(6), a
Maintenance Craft employee can exercise their
retreat right to any same or lower level duty
assignment which remains vacant after the in-
craft process for posting and filling duty
assignments in their former installation and
for which the excessed employee is qualified.
Failure to exercise such retreat right results in
the employee forfeiting future retreat rights to
the occupational group and level for which the
retreat was declined.



Article 38.3.K.5

• If return or retreat to the craft, under 3 or 
4 above, is to a lower level duty 
assignment, the employee shall receive 
saved grade.



Example: MPE who has been declared 
excess by management

• Scenario:
– An annex is having their SPBS removed but keeping 

the rest of their equipment.
– Three MPEs have a duty assignment to work there.
– The equipment is moving out of the installation. 

Management determines there is now one MPE too 
many at the annex

– Rather than allow attrition to resolve the staffing, 
management decides to involuntarily reassign an MPE

– The LMOU identifies sections by work location (each 
individual facility, station or branch)

– Current staffing also has two ETs and 4 custodians at 
the annex



What to do? Which provision 
of Article 12 is applicable?

• First, the Local MUST get their currently 
authorized staffing package for all 
Maintenance sections

• Determination of proper staffing levels 
is critical to question of whether this 
MPE will be assigned across craft lines 
and/or out of the installation or stay in 
Maintenance ***



Remember the “Principle”

• Dislocation and inconvenience to the 
employee shall be kept to the minimum!

• Outside of doing nothing, Keeping 
within the craft and installation is the 
minimum

• Next is keeping within the installation
• Last resort is reassigning out of the 

installation (obviously, this is hugely 
‘inconvenient’ to anyone)



Article 12.5.C.4
• The junior MPE at the annex is excessed to a 

different “section”. In this instance that could 
be:
– As an MPE to a different work location
– To a lower level position for which qualified either 

at the annex or a different work location
– Remember, the section is first by occ group, then 

each work location. Hence, the annex custodians are 
in a different section.

• 12.5.C.4 applies regarding in-section bidding by 
the remaining annex MPEs and the excessed 
MPEs retreat right.
– The retreat is to the identified section



Applying Article 38

• Article 38.3.K.2 requires putting in for 
the same level PERs.
– Even if successfully obtains a BEM duty 

assignment, still retains retreat right to the 
annex MPE section



Article 12.5.C.5a

• No within craft opportunities
• Regional notification required
• Minimum 60 days notification to the 

employee



Article 12.5.C.5

• Presently, in addition to the custodial 
Test 916, the general battery exam, 
Test 473, as been waived.
– Our MPE is now minimally qualified for 

clerk or even letter carrier assignment
– Saved Grade rule still applies, but with no 

level 9 jobs in clerk or carrier craft there 
is no prospect of losing the level 9 pay 
while in that craft. Saved Grade requires 
applying only to one’s former higher level 
and not all levels in between.



Article 12.5.C.5

• Starts a new period of seniority within 
the Craft to which reassigned
– Regardless of the reason, voluntary or 

involuntarily, when an employee changes 
crafts they start a new period of seniority

– This is recovered when an excessed 
employee returns to the Craft (& 
installation) they left



Article 38.3.K.3 is applicable 
for the return to Maintenance

• The “first opportunity” is defined. 
• Return is to same or lower level
• MUST return (not a “retreat right”)
• Must complete in-craft posting and job 

filling process first before return to craft
• Saved Grade continues (Article 38.3.K.5)



Article 12.5.C.5b

• Nothing at all available within the entire 
installation

• Same notification requirements
• Same minimum qualification requirements
• Same saved grade provisions
• NO loss of seniority if excessed outside of 

installation and stays in the Maintenance Craft
• Starts a new period of seniority within the Craft 

to which reassigned if other than Maintenance



Article 38.3.K.4

• Same actions regarding retreat rights 
except the employee may decline to 
return
– In that event, loses retreat right but only to 

the specific occupational group which was 
declined

• Regardless of craft to which reassigned, 
upon retreat to former craft and 
installation will recover all seniority
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The Gang’s All Here!

Thank you for attending this Maintenance session.

Please contact us with your Maintenance Craft issues.







Link from last slide (#36) will take you back to this page.

Print this slide for class to keep for contact information.

Click my picture to go to last slide and one more click to exit presentation.
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When Article 12
Impacts The
Maintenance Division

presented by:

Steven G. Raymer

National Director

&

Rep @ Large Idowu Balogun,

With

Assistant Directors

Gary Kloepfer & Greg See





Be sure to go to ‘Slide Show’ menu tab and checkbox ‘Use Presenter View’ when giving class with LCD projector. 

That way, instructor can view these slide notes while presenting full screen presentation to class.
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Article 12 – The Basics

The prevailing situation on staffing and duty assignments is effecting all Crafts

In Maintenance, principally movement of equipment caused by consolidation of plants; deployment of new equipment (e.g. FSS); loss of equipment that is not replaced (e.g. Sack & Parcel Sorters in BMCs & MLOCRs and MPBCS in P&Ds) and redeployment of existing equipment (SPBS, DBCS, FSM, etc.)





In Maintenance, principally movement of equipment caused by consolidation of plants; deployment of new equipment (e.g. FSS); loss of equipment that is not replaced (e.g. Sack & Parcel Sorters in BMCs & MLOCRs and MPBCS in P&Ds) and redeployment of existing equipment (SPBS, DBCS, FSM, etc.)

The change in the mix of equipment can cause Article 12 to be applied to the Maintenance Craft – as we will now get into …
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Article 12 – The Basics

Nationally, each individual Craft Director is responsible for negotiating and interpreting Article 12 for their respective bargaining unit
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Article 12 – The Basics

The change in the mix of equipment can cause Article 12 to be applied to the Maintenance Craft – as we will now get into …





Article 12 – The Basics

The Maintenance Craft has its own:

Seniority rules

Posting time frames

Job filling procedure

Training procedures

204B rules





These are some of the other things that are different in the Maintenance Craft from other APWU crafts.
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Article 12 – The Basics

It is critical that those at all levels of the APWU recognize that the different APWU bargaining units have different rules and procedures. The excessing or involuntary reassignment of an employee is no exception. While much may be the same, the differences that do exist are significant.





Applying Article 12 is also a significant difference.

Never assume how something is done if you don’t have much experience in that Craft. Always go to the CBA or JCIM to make sure.

As a side note- this is how we end up with LMOUs that have rules that apply to the Clerk craft being applied to Maintenance also. This should be avoided & Maintenance should have its own section within each LMOU provision.
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Article 12 – The Basics

“Excessing” = Involuntary Reassignment of employees

Duty Assignments (jobs) are posted, reposted, reverted, withheld; or (in some crafts) abolished.

Only people are “excessed” (reassigned)

Applicable CBA provisions include Article 12.4; 12.5; Article 30 item 18; the JCIM; various MOUs and each Craft Article (Article 38.3.K)

Article 12 – The Basics





This is a distinction WITH a difference.
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Article 12 – The Basics

Essentially, from the member’s perspective, one of three types of excessing actions occur. These actions occur in the order as listed:

Cross section reassignment within the same craft and installation (ref: 12.5.C.4)

Cross craft reassignment within the same installation (ref: 12.5.C.5a)

Reassignment to a different installation (ref: 12.5.C.5b)

To the same craft 

To a different craft





Self-explanatory
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Article 12 – The Basics

Article 12.4 is titled “Principles of Reassignments”

A. A primary principle in effecting reassignments will be that dislocation and inconvenience to employees in the regular work force* shall be kept to a minimum, consistent with the needs of the service. Reassignments will be made in accordance with this Section and the provisions of Section 5 below.

*** See Article 7, includes all career, full & part-time

Several other principles are contained here:

Required meetings, National and Regional

Comparative work hour report when out of installation

Separation of casuals





“to employees in the regular work force”

{Go to Article 7 pop up}
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Article 12 – The Basics

As required by 12.4, Section 5 covers the specifics of what is required when applying management’s determination to excess employees

12.5.A lists, in order, the possible actions which are then spelled out in Article 12.5.C

12.5.B lists more principles and the requirements, such as:

Reemphasizing the dislocation and inconvenience principle

Withholding of positions (duty assignments)

No bumping

Regional notifications

Provision for relocation expenses

Detailing of employees (clerk craft only)

Requirement to meet qualifications

Seniority is controlled by Craft Article (12.5.B.9)

Let’s not overlook 12.5.D. This requires that PTRs are a separate category and the same full-time provisions apply to them within their PTR group.
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Article 12 – The Basics

Let’s narrow our focus to the more common things for Maintenance

12.5.C.8 is moot as per National Arbitration award and Maintenance does not have any employees with a flexible schedule, full or part-time

12.5.C.7 is only applicable to Motor Vehicle craft

12.5.C.6 is clerk craft only (like the title says). There are no details of Maintenance employees when excessing.

While 12.5.C 1, 2 & 3 may arise in a given situation, they are not the normal situation you will address. 

We will concentrate on 12.5.C.4 and 12.5.C.5

One caveat: Both the Clerk and Maintenance Crafts have separate MOUs on REC closings which must be applied in that specific event ***





This is a Maintenance course. Emphasize – lots of consolidations of mail processing operations going on. Clerk craft has a 180 day detail provision. Maintenance does NOT. 

{Add REC MOU links}
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Article 12 – The Basics

12.5.C.4 Cross section within the craft and installation

A “section” is defined by your Local’s LMOU under Article 30, item 18.

In Maintenance, Article 38 requires a section be at least each individual occupational group. (Article 38.3.K)

Locally, it’s up to you to determine if the section is further by tour, location, principle assignment area, etc.





Remember, if you don’t negotiate sections under item 18 for your Local, then the entire installation is one section. Except, the National Agreement, Article 38 makes an initial division of a section for you. Each individual occupational group is its own section under item 18 but you should still reference that in your LMOU. We also encourage you to break down occ groups, at a minimum, by tour. Otherwise, management can simply repost the senior employees job on another tour and it would not be an excessing.

Move to next slide …
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Article 12 – The Basics

What the heck is an “occupational group”?

The simplest generalization is to think of each ‘occ group’ as a ‘craft’ when applying various provisions of the CBA.

The specific definition is Article 38.2.H: 

Occupational Group. In the Maintenance Craft, occupational group shall be determined by position designation and level.

***





There is reference to “occupational group” throughout the CBA. However, mostly owning to the Clerk craft not recognizing occ groups, many reps gloss over the phrase. As a point, one of the major enforcement issues for Maintenance is cross-occupational group assignments. {Link to 7.2} Same sentence as “craft” and same level of enforcement and remedy.
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Article 12 – The Basics

Applying Occupational Groups to all types of excessing

First, forget about pay levels, pay attention to the impacted position description(s)

In Maintenance, there are more than one occupational in certain pay levels

For instance, MPEs and BEMs are both level 9

If the excessing impacts, for example, one MPE, then the BEMs are not considered even though the same pay level

Hence, the junior MPE, even if senior to the junior BEM, would be the one involuntarily reassigned





The general rule of excessing by pay level does NOT apply to Maintenance.

The staffing and justification for each Maintenance duty assignment has gone through a rigorous process. If its mail processing equipment that is changed, then it is that group of employees affected.
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Article 12 – The Basics

Which seniority is used?

There are 3 types of seniority defined in Article 38:

Service seniority; all time in Maintenance regardless of installation

Seniority for preferred assignments (see 38.2.G)

Installation seniority; continuous time in the craft and installation

NOTE: For LMOU application of Holidays, Overtime and Annual Leave, the seniority to use is determined by Local negotiations (see JCIM , Article 38)

***





Ahh … the source of that age old confusion and much angst for some in and out of Maintenance

Its really quite simple … We have three defined seniorities and you get to choose which one or ones are used in your Local.

{Linked to JCIM cite on seniority}

Except for excessing situations that is …
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Article 12 – The Basics

Article 38 governs seniority in excessing, it is not a Local option



38.3.K.1 -- Installation Seniority governs in identifying excess employees within an occupational group and level.





Sorry, but it is very important that Article 12 be applied with as little variance as possible.

This is the ultimate impact, short of lay-offs, on individual employees real lives
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Quick Recap

We now know:

What the 3 basic types of excessing are

Where the provisions governing excessing are found

Certain provisions that do not apply to Maintenance

What an occupational group is

Which seniority to use in Maintenance





What’s been covered so far.

Might be a good time for a break … next is applying Article 38
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Applying Article 38
but first … 

15 minutes

Seriously …

Class WILL resume at exactly …





According to instructors watch …
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In Maintenance, an employee may be excessed to a same or lower level position for which qualified

OK, what does “qualified” mean?

“Minimal qualifications” as used in Article 12 generally means having passed the appropriate entrance exam

“qualified” is defined in JCIM in Article 38 :

To be considered qualified an employee must either be eligible under the current in-craft process for the position in question or be a maintenance craft employee in the same level and occupational group as the vacancy.





If no MSS score then not eligible for position and cannot be assigned.
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Article 38.3.K covers the following excessing items:

Type of seniority

Use of occupational groups

Saved Grade for excessing to lower level

Requirement to maintain saved grade

How to return to the craft when excessed within installation

Retreat rights when excessed outside the installation

Continuance of saved grade if return/retreat is to lower level





We negotiated new language in the 2006 CBA to address what anticipated would be the questions/concerns as we had anticipated that excessing would start encroaching on our Craft. We didn’t want to get put in a position of chasing our tail after the we were impacted. We freely stole some of the hard earned lessons from our brothers & sisters in other crafts that had, unfortunately, bore the brunt of the employer’s assault. 
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Article 38.3.K.2

Employees excessed to lower level under Article12 into or remaining in the Maintenance Craft shall receive saved grade. Employees receiving saved grade are required to request placement on promotion eligibility registers in their former higher level.

***







For instance, we used to get hit a lot with the 2 year application of “protected rate”. No more … if excessed to a lower level it will involve “saved grade”. {Linked to ELM chpt 4 saved grade reference}
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Article 38.3.K.3

When applying Article 12.5.C.5.a.(5), the first opportunity to return to the Maintenance Craft shall be to the first same or lower level duty assignment which remains vacant after the in-craft process for posting and filling duty assignments and for which the excessed employee is qualified.





{Put in Art 12 reference to “opportunity”}
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Article 38.3.K.4

When applying Article 12.5.C.5.b.(6), a Maintenance Craft employee can exercise their retreat right to any same or lower level duty assignment which remains vacant after the in-craft process for posting and filling duty assignments in their former installation and for which the excessed employee is qualified. Failure to exercise such retreat right results in the employee forfeiting future retreat rights to the occupational group and level for which the retreat was declined.





Article 38.3.K.5

If return or retreat to the craft, under 3 or 4 above, is to a lower level duty assignment, the employee shall receive saved grade.





If the employee returns to the Maintenance Craft to a lower level position, they keep their saved grade.
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Example: MPE who has been declared excess by management

Scenario:

An annex is having their SPBS removed but keeping the rest of their equipment.

Three MPEs have a duty assignment to work there.

The equipment is moving out of the installation. Management determines there is now one MPE too many at the annex

Rather than allow attrition to resolve the staffing, management decides to involuntarily reassign an MPE

The LMOU identifies sections by work location (each individual facility, station or branch)

Current staffing also has two ETs and 4 custodians at the annex





Let’s apply what we know so far … 

Here’s the situation … 
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What to do? Which provision of Article 12 is applicable?

First, the Local MUST get their currently authorized staffing package for all Maintenance sections

Determination of proper staffing levels is critical to question of whether this MPE will be assigned across craft lines and/or out of the installation or stay in Maintenance ***





For instance, you may discover that you are already short staffed from the authorized Function 3B levels for MPEs.

This would definitely limit any impact to a 12.5.C.4 issue and perhaps eliminate the impact all together.

You may also discover that you are short one Maintenance Mechanic level 7 duty assignment which should be at the annex. In light of the step 4 on work assignments {Link to applicable MPE encompasses step 4} the MPE may not be effected at all since he or she can work down.
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Remember the “Principle”

Dislocation and inconvenience to the employee shall be kept to the minimum!

Outside of doing nothing, Keeping within the craft and installation is the minimum

Next is keeping within the installation

Last resort is reassigning out of the installation (obviously, this is hugely ‘inconvenient’ to anyone)





Article 12.5.C.4

The junior MPE at the annex is excessed to a different “section”. In this instance that could be:

As an MPE to a different work location

To a lower level position for which qualified either at the annex or a different work location

Remember, the section is first by occ group, then each work location. Hence, the annex custodians are in a different section.

12.5.C.4 applies regarding in-section bidding by the remaining annex MPEs and the excessed MPEs retreat right.

The retreat is to the identified section
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Applying Article 38

Article 38.3.K.2 requires putting in for the same level PERs.

Even if successfully obtains a BEM duty assignment, still retains retreat right to the annex MPE section





For the sake of argument, or as an advocate would put forth … arguendo … the junior MPE ends up going to a custodial job in the installation. The saved grade requirement is to put in for all level 9 PERs. This includes BEMs. Assume the MPE is qualified for placement on BEM PER and actually obtains a BEM duty assignment. That would end the saved grade, but not the retreat right.
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Article 12.5.C.5a

No within craft opportunities

Regional notification required

Minimum 60 days notification to the employee





OK, let’s say (click) nothing available within craft

Management still determined to excess one MPE. However, now it would be the junior MPE in the installation as item 18 and the LMOU are no longer applicable.

Applying C.5.a means that … 
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Article 12.5.C.5

Presently, in addition to the custodial Test 916, the general battery exam, Test 473, as been waived.

Our MPE is now minimally qualified for clerk or even letter carrier assignment

Saved Grade rule still applies, but with no level 9 jobs in clerk or carrier craft there is no prospect of losing the level 9 pay while in that craft. Saved Grade requires applying only to one’s former higher level and not all levels in between.





Article 12.5.C.5

Starts a new period of seniority within the Craft to which reassigned

Regardless of the reason, voluntary or involuntarily, when an employee changes crafts they start a new period of seniority

This is recovered when an excessed employee returns to the Craft (& installation) they left





Article 38.3.K.3 is applicable for the return to Maintenance

The “first opportunity” is defined. 

Return is to same or lower level

MUST return (not a “retreat right”)

Must complete in-craft posting and job filling process first before return to craft

Saved Grade continues (Article 38.3.K.5)





Coming back from excessing across crafts within the same installation.
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Article 12.5.C.5b

Nothing at all available within the entire installation

Same notification requirements

Same minimum qualification requirements

Same saved grade provisions

NO loss of seniority if excessed outside of installation and stays in the Maintenance Craft

Starts a new period of seniority within the Craft to which reassigned if other than Maintenance





Article 38.3.K.4

Same actions regarding retreat rights except the employee may decline to return

In that event, loses retreat right but only to the specific occupational group which was declined

Regardless of craft to which reassigned, upon retreat to former craft and installation will recover all seniority





Please be sure to contact your Maintenance National Business Agent whenever management proposes excessing a Maintenance employee.
What your installation is doing may affect another installation

***





Link at bottom (***) will take you back to Officer contact page (slide 1)

Click one time anywhere else to exit slide show.
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MAINTENANCE DIVISION RESIDENT OFFICERS  
1300 L Street, NW, Washington, D.C.  20005 



(202) 842-4213  (202) 289-3746 (Fax) 
 



 
Steve Raymer 



Director 



 
 



Gary Kloepfer 
Assistant Dir 



(A) 



 
 



Greg See 
Assistant Dir 



(B) 



 
 



I. Balogun 
Nat’l Rep-at-



Large 



MAINTENANCE DIVISION NATIONAL BUSINESS AGENTS 



                       Central Region                       Central Region                                              Central Region 



Vance Zimmerman (A) 



2430 Dayton Xenia Road 
Suite B 



Dayton, OH 45434 
(937) 320-9454 



(937) 320-9496 (Fax) 



Donald L. Foley (B) 



10841 W 87th Street 
Suite 400 



Overland Park, KS 66214 
(913) 888-8555 



(913) 888 -8777 (Fax) 



Troy Rorman (C) 



8009-34th Avenue, South 
Suite 1250  



Bloomington, MN 55425  
(952) 854-0093  



(952) 854-0268 (Fax) 



Eastern Region  Northeast Region Pacific Area NBA
 



William LaSalle 
 



1401 Liberty Place 
Suite 210  



Sicklerville, NJ 08081 
(856) 740-0115 



(856) 740-0731 (Fax) 



Richard Logan 



489 Whitney Avenue 
Suite 303 



Holyoke, MA 01040  
(413) 534-0146  



(413) 539-9208 (Fax) 



Nilda R. Chock  



P. O. Box 1432  
Kailua, HI 96734  
(808) 945-0770 



(808) 945-2551 (Fax) 



Southern Region Southern Region Caribbean Area NBA
 



Charlie Robbins (A) 



6951 Pistol Range Road 
Suite 106 



Tampa, FL 33635  
(813) 855-7023 



(813) 855-7418 (Fax) 



Terry B. Martinez (B) 



800 W. Airport Freeway  
Lobby Box 6093 



Suite 1031 
Irving, TX 75062 
(972) 721-0063  



          (972) 579-5571 (Fax)  
 



Daniel Soto  



Calle 42 S E #1000  
Reparto Metropolitano 



Suite 202  
Rio Pledras, PR 00921  



(787) 758-7985 
(787) 250-8376 (Fax) 



Western Region                                            Western Region                                                  Alaskan Area                                              
Chuck Sundgaard (A) 



 
2345 S. Alma School 



Suite 201  
Mesa, AZ 85210 
(480) 777-1880 



   (480) 777-1886 (Fax) 



Jimmie Waldon (B) 



500 Airport Blvd 
Suite 450 



Burlingame, CA 94010 
(650) 685-7411 



(650) 685-7432 (Fax) 



James M. Patarini 
 



P. O. Box 210021 
Anchorage, AK 99521 



(907) 333-6356 
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